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Cover image © Jim Lavrakas / Far North Photography. From the book Alaska's Greatest Outdoor Legends (page 3).

Tidal Echoes
LITERARY and ARTS JOURNAL


The 2015 edition of Tidal Echoes 
presents an annual showcase of 

writers and artists who share one 
thing in common: a life surrounded 
by the rainforests and waterways of 

Southeast Alaska.
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a publication of the University of Alaska Southeast

Tidal Echoes
Tidal Echoes is a literary and art journal that 

showcases the art and writing of Southeast Alaskans. 

The journal is published by the University of Alaska 

Southeast and edited by undergraduate students on 

the Juneau campus. It may be purchased for $5 from 

Emily Wall at emilly.wall@uas.alaska.edu.

http://www.uapress.alaska.edu
mailto:emilly.wall@uas.alaska.edu


Permafrost
Permafrost is the farthest north literary journal in the world and is 

published annually by the graduate students in the UAF Department 

of English. For submission information and subscription rates, visit 

www.permafrostmag.com or email editor@permafrostmag.com.
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Outdoor tourism is one of Alaska’s biggest industries, 

and the thousands of people who flock to the state’s 

dramatic landscapes and pristine waters to hunt and 

fish are supported by a large and growing network 

of guides, outfitters, and wildlife biologists. This book 

honors two dozen of those remarkably colorful 

characters, past and present, people whose incredible 

skills were their calling cards, but whose larger-than-

life personalities were what people remembered after 

the trip was over. Taken together, these portraits offer 

a history of outdoor life in Alaska and celebrate its 

incredible natural beauty—and the people who devote 

their lives to helping us enjoy it.

Doug Kelly is the author of Florida’s Fishing Legends and 

Pioneers and field editor for Florida Sportsman.

Alaska's 
Greatest 
Outdoor 
Legends

Colorful 
Characters Who 
Built the Fishing 

and Hunting 
Industries

August 
320 p., 100 halftones, 1 map 
6 x 9

978-1-60223-299-0 
978-1-60223-300-3 (ebook) 
Paper $29.95/£21.00

History

DOuG KELLy
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 Diversity has always been central to Alaska identity, 

as the state’s population consists of people with 

many different backgrounds, viewpoints, and life 

experiences. This book opens a window onto these 

diverse lives, gathering stories and poems about 

lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and queer life into 

a brilliant, pathbreaking anthology. 

 In these pages we see the panoply of LGBTQ life in 

Alaska today, from the quotidian urban adventures of 

a family—shopping, going out, working— to intimate 

encounters with Alaska’s breathtaking natural beauty. 

At a time of great change and major strides in LGBTQ 

civil rights, Building Fires in the Snow shows us an 

Alaska that shatters stereotypes and reveals a side of 

life that’s been little seen until now.

Martha Amore is a fiction writer who teaches writing 

at Alaska Pacific University and the University of 

Alaska Anchorage. 

Lucian Childs is a writer and designer who divides his 

time between Anchorage and Toronto.

Building 
Fires in the 

Snow
A Collection of 
Alaska LGBTQ 
Short Fiction  

and Poetry

September 
360 p., 6 x 9

978-1-60223-301-0 
978-1-60223-302-7 (ebook) 
Paper $29.95/£21.00

Fiction  |  Poetry

Edited by MArThA AMOrE AnD LuCiAn ChiLDS
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 Keet, a ten-year-old Tlingit Indian boy, stows away 

for a voyage on his father’s canoe . . . and soon finds 

himself caught in the middle of a wild seastorm. 

The storm carries him far from his home village, 

and when he makes land, he winds up right in the 

middle of a dangerous dispute between two Indian 

clans. The story of how he copes with these surprises 

and extricates himself from danger is dramatic and 

unforgettable.

 And it’s mostly true. Roy A. Peratrovich, Jr. builds a 

wonderful children’s tale on the bones of a story his 

own grandfather passed down. His accompanying 

illustrations bring the people and landscapes of 

Alaska—to say nothing of the adventures!—to 

stunning life, drawing young readers into a long-

gone time when the whims of nature and man could 

suddenly test a boy’s courage.

roy A. Peratrovich, Jr. is a Tlingit Indian from 

southeastern Alaska, where his parents were  

well-known Alaska Native civil rights leaders.

Little Whale
A Story of the Last 
Tlingit War Canoe

rOy A. PErATrOviCh, Jr.

August 
64 p., 7 line drawings, 1 map  
6 x 9

978-1-60223-295-2 
978-1-60223-296-9 (ebook) 
Paper $16.95/£12.00

Children's
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 The Alaska Purchase—denounced at the time as 

“Seward’s Folly” but now seen as a masterstroke—is 

well known as a key moment in American history. But 

few know the whole story. 

 This book aims to correct that. Lee A. Farrow offers 

a detailed account of just what the Alaska Purchase 

was, how it came about, its impact at the time, and 

more. Farrow shows why both America and Russia 

had plenty of good reasons to want the sale to occur, 

including Russia’s desire to let go of an unprofitable, 

hard-to-manage colony and the belief in the United 

States that securing Alaska could help the nation 

facilitate control of the continent and, many believed, 

eventually lead to the absorption of British Columbia. 

Farrow also delves into the implications of the deal for 

foreign policy and international diplomacy far beyond 

Russia and the United States at a moment when the 

global balance of power was in question. 

 A thorough, readable retelling of a story we only 

think we know, Seward’s Folly will become the standard 

book on the Alaska Purchase.

Lee A. Farrow is distinguished teaching professor 

in the Department of History at Auburn University 

at Montgomery and director of Auburn’s Center for 

Excellence in Learning and Teaching.

Seward's 
Folly

A New Look 
at the Alaska 

Purchase

December 
260 p., 5 halftones, 6 x 9

978-1-60223-303-4 
978-1-60223-304-1 (ebook) 
Paper $25.95/£18.00

History

LEE A. FArrOW
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 In October of 2010, six men who were serving on the 
board of the Calista Elders Council (CEC) gathered in 
Anchorage with CEC staff to spend three days speaking 
about the subsistence way of life. The men shared 
stories of their early years growing up on the land and 
harvesting through the seasons, and the dangers they 
encountered there. The gathering was striking for its 
regional breadth, as elders came from the Bering Sea 
coast as well as the Yukon and Kuskokwim rivers. And 
while their accounts had some commonalities, they 
also served to demonstrate the wide range of different 
approaches to subsistence in different regions.
 This book gathers the men’s stories for the current 
generation and those to come. Taken together, they 
become more than simply oral histories—rather, they 
testify to the importance of transmitting memories and 
culture and of preserving knowledge of vanishing ways 
of life.

Ann Fienup-riordan is an anthropologist who has lived 

and worked in Alaska for more than forty years. She has 

written and edited more than twenty books on Yup’ik 

history and oral traditions. 

Alice rearden is an Alaska-based translator and oral 

historian.

Ciulirnerunak 
yuuyaqunak/ 

Do not Live 
Without an 

Elder
The Subsistence  

Way of Life in 
Southwest Alaska

Edited by Ann FiEnuP–riOrDAn 
Translated and transcribed by ALiCE rEArDEn

October 
416 p., 52 halftones, 4 color maps 7 x 10

978-1-60223-297-6 
978-1-60223-298-3 (ebook) 
Paper $39.95s/£28.00

Anthropology
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 Alaska has long been a nurturing home for artists, 

with its stunning natural beauty, rich cultural life, and 

unique communities. In recent years, artists in Alaska 

have had an additional source of support: the awarding 

of annual grants to craftsmen, musicians, performers, 

visual artists, and writers by the Rasmuson Foundation.

 Creative Alaska profiles the award winners from 

2004 to 2013 in three categories: Distinguished Artists, 

Fellowships, and Project Awards. Richly illustrated 

accounts of each of the artists and their work illuminate 

the challenges and opportunities of the artistic life 

in Alaska and the powerful impact of Rasmuson 

Foundation’s support.

Amy Steffian is the director of research and publication 

at the Alutiiq Museum and Archaeological Repository in 

Kodiak, Alaska.

Sven haakanson Jr. is the curator of Native American 

anthropology at the University of Washington’s Burke 

Museum. 

Creative 
Alaska

A Ten-Year 
Retrospective of 

Support for Alaska 
Artists, 2004–2013

Edited by AMy STEFFiAn and SvEn hAAKAnSOn Jr.

november 
340 p., 232 color plates, 
10 x 10

978-1-60223-285-3 
978-1-60223-286-0 (ebook)  
Cloth $50.00s/£35.00

Art
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Alaska Trees and Shrubs
Second Edition
LESLIE A. VIERECK & ELBERT J. LITTLE, JR.
978-1-889963-86-0
978-1-60223-132-0 (ebook)
Paper $24.95

Our Perfect Wild
KAYLENE JOHNSON-SULLIVAN,  
WITH RAY BANE
978-1-60223-278-5 
978-1-60223-279-2 (ebook)
Paper $24.95 

Benchmarks
New and Selected Poems 
1963-2013
RICHARD DAUENHAUER
978-1-60223-209-9
978-1-60223-210-5 (ebook)
Paper $19.95

Alaska on the Go 
Exploring the 49th State  
with Children
ERIN KIRKLAND
978-1-60223-221-1
978-1-60223-222-8 (ebook)
Paper $17.95 

Plants That We Eat
Nauriat Nigġiñaqtuat
ANORE JONES
978-1-60223-074-3
Paper $24.95 

The Thousand-Mile War
World War II in Alaska  
and the Aleutians
BRIAN GARFIELD
978-0-912006-83-3
978-1-60223-117-7 (ebook)
Paper $24.95

Coloring the universe
An Insider's Look at Making 
Spectacular Images of Space 
DR TRAVIS A RECTOR, KIMBERLY 
ARCAND, MEGAN WATzKE
978-1-60223-273-0  
978-1-60223-274-7 (ebook)
Cloth $50.00 

There’s a Moose in  
My Garden
Designing Gardens for Alaska 
and the Far North
BRENDA ADAMS
INTRODUCTION BY C. COLSTON 
BURRELL
978-1-60223-208-2
Paper $35.00

To russia With Love 
An Alaskan's Journey
VICTOR FISCHER,  
WITH CHARLES WOHLFORTH
978-1-60223-140-5
978-1-60223-141-2 (ebook)
Paper $19.95
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Looking for  
the best of  
our backlist?  
 
Find the 
perfect book 
by browsing 
our diverse 
selection of 
recently  
published titles 
and all-time 
backlist 
favorites.

Cabin, Clearing, Forest
zACH FALCON
978-1-60223-275-4
978-1-60223-276-1 (ebook)
Paper $16.95

Stubborn Gal
The True Story of an Undefeated 
Sled Dog Racer
DAN O'NEILL 
ILLUSTRATED BY KLARA MAISCH
978-1-60223-272-3
Cloth $15.95

Common interior Alaska  
Cryptogams
Fungi, Lichenicolous Fungi, 
Lichenized Fungi, Slime Molds, 
Mosses, & Liverworts
GARY A. LAURSEN & RODNEY D. SEPPELT
978-1-60223-058-3
978-1-60223-109-2 (ebook)
Paper $28.95

Attu Boy 
A Young Alaskan’s WWII Memoir
NICK GOLODOFF
978-1-60223-249-5
978-1-60223-250-1 (ebook)
Paper $22.95

Skijor with your Dog 
Second Edition
MARI HøE-RAITTO & CAROL KAYNOR 
978-1-60223-186-3
978-1-60223-187-0 (ebook)
Paper $17.95

The Geography of Water
MARY EMERICK
978-1-60223-270-9
978-1-60223-271-6 (ebook)
Paper $16.95

Made of Salmon 
Alaska Stories from The 
Salmon Project
EDITED BY NANCY LORD
978-1-60223-283-9
978-1-60223-284-6 (ebook)
Paper $21.95

Among Wolves
Gordon Haber’s  
Insights into Alaska’s Most 
Misunderstood Animal
GORDON HABER & MARYBETH HOLLEMAN
978-1-60223-218-1 
978-1-60223-219-8 (ebook)
Paper $29.95

Alaska native Cultures  
and issues
Responses to Frequently  
Asked Questions
EDITED BY LIBBY RODERICK
978-1-60223-091-0
978-1-60223-092-7 (ebook)
Paper $14.95 (specialist discount)
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Canyons and ice
The Wilderness Travels of Dick 
Griffith
KAYLENE JOHNSON
978-1-4675-0934-3
Paper $24.95

The Long view
Dispatches on Alaska History
ROSS COEN 
978-0-9749221-7-1 
Paper $18.00

Sharing Our Pathways
Native Perspectives on  
Education in Alaska
EDITED BY RAY BARNHARDT AND  
ANGAYUQAQ OSCAR KAWAGLEY
978-1-877962-44-8 
Paper $20.00

Fighting for the 49th Star
C. W. Snedden and the Crusade 
for Alaska Statehood
TERRENCE COLE
978-1-88330-906-0
978-1-88330-907-7 (ebook)
Cloth $30.00

Shandaa
In My Lifetime
BELLE HERBERT
978-1-55500-108-7
Paper $14.95

imam Cimiucia:
Our Changing Sea
ANNE SALOMON, NICK TANAPE SR.,  
AND HENRY HUNTINGTON
978-1-56612-159-0 
Cloth $39.95

Common Edible 
Seaweeds in the Gulf of 
Alaska, 2nd ed.
DOLLY GARzA
978-1-56612-168-2 
Paper $10.00

Guide to Marine 
Mammals of Alaska, 4th ed.
BY KATE WYNNE
ILLUSTRATED BY PETER FOLKENS
978-1-56612-167-5
Paper $25.00

Conflicting Landscapes
American Schooling/Alaska Natives
CLIFTON BATES AND MICHAEL J. OLEKSA 
978-1-57833-396-7
Paper $19.95
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Ordering information

University of Alaska Press 
Physical address:  
1760 Westwood Way 
Fairbanks, AK 99709

Mailing Address: 
PO Box 756240 
Fairbanks, AK 99775-6240

Amy Simpson 
Manager/Acquisitions 
(907) 474-5832 
amy.simpson@alaska.edu

Krista West 
Production Editor 
(907) 474-6413 
krista.west@alaska.edu

Laura Walker 
Sales & Marketing Coordinator 
(907) 474-5831 
laura.walker@alaska.edu

Dawn Montano 
Publicity Coordinator 
(907) 474-6544 
dawn.montano@alaska.edu

To order any of our books, please see our website:

www.uapress.alaska.edu

MAiL OrDErS
university of Alaska Press
c/o Chicago Distribution Center
11030 South Langley Avenue
Chicago, iL 60628

toll-free in u.S. and Canada:
800-621-2736
toll-free fax: 800-621-8476
email: orders@press.uchicago.edu

About us

mailto:amy.simpson@alaska.edu
mailto:krista.west@alaska.edu
mailto:laura.walker@alaska.edu
mailto:dawn.montano@alaska.edu
www.uapress.alaska.edu
mailto:orders@press.uchicago.edu
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 Shem Pete (1896–1989), the colorful and brilliant raconteur from Susitna Station, Alaska, left a rich legacy of 
knowledge about the Upper Cook Inlet Dena’ina world. Shem was one of the most versatile storytellers and historians 
in twentieth century Alaska. His lifetime travel map of approximately 13,500 square miles is one of the largest ever 
documented in this degree of detail anywhere in the world. 
 The 1987 and 2003 editions of Shem Pete’s Alaska contributed much to Dena’ina cultural identity and to public 
appreciation of the Dena’ina place names network in Upper Cook Inlet. Expanding upon the already extensive source 
materials from Shem Pete and more than fifty other contributors, this 2016 edition has nearly four hundred new 
annotations or revisions, including twenty-eight new place name entries and twenty-one new pictures and maps. 
The authors provide synopses of Dena’ina language, culture, history, and prehistory; summaries of the rule-driven 
Dena’ina/Athabascan geography; and discussions of place name research methodology. This edition’s indexing and 
cross-referencing features enhance its utility both for research and as a field guide.
 With editorial refinements spanning more than three decades, this 2016 edition of Shem Pete’s Alaska will remain 
the essential reference work on the Dena’ina people of Upper Cook Inlet. Already influential in the ethnogeographic 
genre, the book’s use of Native language materials and sources, and its blend of linguistic and anthropological 
scholarship, is unlikely to be surpassed.

Shem Pete's Alaska 
The Territory of the Upper Cook Inlet Dena'ina  
(Revised 2nd edition)

 JAMES KAri, JAMES A. FALL, AnD ShEM PETE 
July 
8.5 x 11, 432 p., 27 color plates, 324 halftones, 66 maps

978-1-60223-306-5 
Paper Price: $39.95

Anthropology
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